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INTRODUCTION 
One of the basic problems of linear partial differential equations consists 
of proving the existence or nonexistence of solutions to the equation 
P(x, D)u = f G P(Q) (0.1) 
where P(x, 5) is a polynomial in 5 = ([r ,..., tN) with coefficients of class Cm 
in a domain Q C W. For operators of principal type necessary and sufficient 
conditions have been found for the local solvability of (0.1). 
An operator P(x, D) of order m is said to be of principal type in Q if 
P,(x, () = 0, XEQ, [EFPJ N (0) implies that V,P,(x, 5) # 0, 
where P,(x, 5) is the sum of terms of order m in P(x, t). In 1970, L. Nirenberg 
and F. Treves [8] showed that the following is necessary for the solvability 
in Sz of operators of principal type. 
In Sz x IfP, Im(P,(x, f)) has no odd order zeros along any 
null-bicharacteristic strip of Re(P,(x, 0). w9 
The bicharacteristic strips of the function Re(P,(x, 6)) are the solutions 
in Q X (RN N {0}) of the Hamilton-Jacobi equations 
dx/dt = VERe(P,(x, 5)) df/dt = -V,Re(P&, Q). 
On any bicharacteristic strip, Re(P,) is constant. The null-bicharacteristic 
strips are those on which Re(P,) vanishes. Nirenberg and Treves [9], [lo] 
have also shown that the following stronger condition implies local solvability 
in Q if the coefficients of P,(x, D) are analytic. 
For all x0 E Sz, z E Cl, and to E [WN, P,(xo , 6”) = 0 and 
Vc ReWm(xo , P)) # 0 implies that Im(xP,) does not change 
sign along the null-bicharacteristic strip for Re(zP,) through 
(x0 9 f”). (0.3) 
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By local solvability in Q we mean that VX,, E Q there exists a neighborhood 
U of x0 such that Vf E C,K(Cr) 3~ E g(U) with P(x, D)u = f. Recently R. 
Beak and C. Fefferman [l] have shown that the assumption that the coefficients 
of P,Jx, D) are analytic can be removed. Hereafter we shall say that a 
differential operator P(x, D) satisfies the N-T (Nirenberg-Treves) condition 
in Sz if P(x, D) is of principal type in Q and satisfies condition (0.3). By the 
statement P(x, D) satisfies the N-T condition at the point x0 we shall mean 
that there exists a neighborhood Q of x0 in which P(x, 0) is of principal type 
and satisfies condition (0.3). We note here that Nirenberg and Treves [9] 
have shown that if P(x, 0) satisfies the N-T condition at a point x0, then 
the following two statements are valid. 
For all E > 0, there exists a neighborhood Q, of x0 such 
that VT E C,m(QJ (0.4) 
E !I P(x, Dk 110 2 II TJ IL-1 * 
For all real numbers s there exists a neighborhood Q, and 
a constant C = C(s) such that VT E Cam(Q,J (O-5) 
II J+, mJ I/s 3 c II TJ /ls+v--l . 
The above results raise the question of determining conditions for the 
solvability of differential operators not of principal type; that is, for operators 
P(x, D) such that P,(x, 4) has multiple real roots. Recently F. Treves [12] 
has examined this question for second-order evolution operators. A similar 
question arises when considering the hyperbolicity of an operator 
P(t, x, D, , D,) of order m whose principal part P,(t, x, D, , D,) is hyper- 
bolic; that is, P,(t, x, T, 6) considered as a polynomial in T has only real 
roots. If the roots of P,(t, X, T, f) are simple, then P(t, X, D, , 0,) is hyper- 
bolic. Suppose that P,(t, X, 7, 6) has multiple real roots. The question arises 
as to what restrictions must be placed on the terms of order less than m in 
order to have P(t, X, D, , 0,) hyperbolic. 
For the case of an operator P(D, , 0,) in one space variable and with real 
constant coefficients, A. Lax [5] showed in 1956 that the following condition 
is necessary and sufficient for hyperbolicity. 
Whenever r is the largest integer such that (T - ~(5))~ is 
a factor of Pm(7, [), then (T - ~(t))r-~ is a factor of P,,-,(T, 5) 
for s = 1, 2,..., r - 1, where P&T, 5) is the sum of terms 
of order m - s in P(T, 6). (0.6) 
Condition (0.6) has been generalized to arbitrary space dimension by 
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Hijrmander [4] and Svenson [l 11, and to operators with variable coefficients 
by Mizohata and Ohya [6] and Flaschka and Strang [2]. 
In this paper we shall show that a version of condition (0.6) gives the 
solution to the following solvability problem. Let 
P,(x, D) = Q?(x, 0) 0 a.. 0 Q~(x, D) with 
(i) each Q@, E) h omo g eneous of degree qi and satisfying 
the N-T condition in some domain 52, 
(ii) the Qi(x, 5)‘s h aving no common real roots except 
for .$ = 0, and 
(iii) “o)) denoting composition of differential operators 
with Q$(x, 0) = Qr(q 0) o 1’. 0 Qi(x, D) ji times. (O-7) 
We note that P,(x, 0) is locally solvable in J2 and then state the following 
definition. 
An operator T(x, D) of order 1 less than m is an admissible 
lower order perturbation of P,(x, 0) if Vb E Cm(Q) the 
operator Pm + bT is locally solvable in 9. (0.8) 
The following condition on T(x, 0) is sufficient for admissibility. 
where 
+ R,-,(x, Q 0 P,-,(x, D) + *.* + %(x, D) 0 P&, 0) 
(0.9) 
(i) Pj(x 3 0) = QFTn+j](x, D) o **a 0 Q5cjkem+j](x, II), [A] = max{X, 0}, 
and 
(ii) degree (Rj 0 Pi) <j. 
As for necessity, we show that if each Qi(x, D) has real or constant coefficients, 
max{ji} = 2, and I = m - 1, then the following condition is necessary: 
For all x,, E; J?, & a root of Q>(x,, , 6) **a Q>(q,, t) of 
multiplicity two implies that 5, is a root of the leading 
terms of T(xO, [). (0.10) 
To show the sufficiency of (0.9), we first show that the operator P = 
Pm + bT, b E P(sZ) arbitrary, and its formal adjoint, P#, can be represented 
in many different forms. Namely, the order of the factors of the operator 
P&c, 0) may be permuted. Next we define the /\I * Illg+s norm, which appears 
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to be the strongest norm bounded by jl P#(x, D) . /Is . The corresponding 
J?$+~(Q) Sobolev space is defined, and a subspace, &q.JsZ), of its dual is 
constructed. Then, following methods used by Nirenberg and Treves [9], 
we prove the basic energy inequality/j P#(x, D)g, /Is > C II/ v /jjg+, . A standard 
argument then shows that V’ E *g-,(Q), 3u E X&P’) such that P(x, D)u =f 
in Q. Finally, using methods introduced by Hiirmander [3], we prove the 
necessity of (0.10). 
I. REPRESENTATIONS OF P(x, D) 
In this section we shall show that if a differential operator T(x, D) of order 1 
less than m satisfies condition (0.9), then Vb E P(Q) the operator 
P = P, + bT, which has the representation 
P(x, D) = Pm(x, q + &l-1(x, D) o pw&, D) + ... 
+ &(x, 0) o p&G a (1.1) 
can be represented in many different forms. Namely, the order of the factors 
of Pj(x, D) can be permuted. To obtain this result we shall need some lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let oll ,..., CX~ be nonnegative integers, and let p = max{ari} > 0. 
Then for any dzgerential operator L(x, D) there exist operators Hl(x, D),..., 
HJx, D) such that 
LOP o . . . c, QF, L] = Hl o QF-11 o . . . c, Qb-11 
+H20Q~-2]o... 0 QiF2’ + ... + H,, (1.2) 
with each term of the above sum of order at least one less than the previous one. 
Proof. We induce on k. The case k = 1 is done by a simple induction 
on a1 . Assume (1.2) for k - 1 (k 2 2). B e f ore completing the proof of (1.2), 
we deduce the following consequence of the induction hypothesis that (1.2) 
is valid for k - 1. 
Let y1 , . . . . yK+.r be nonnegative integers, and let 1 = max{ri}. 
Then there exist operators H&c, D),..., Hr(x, D) such that (1.3) 
Q;l o . . . o Qk-;’ = Hl o Q>-ll o . . . D Q;‘il-11 + *** + Hz 
with each term of the above sum of order at least one less 
than the previous one. 
Now, to show (1.3) we induce on k - 1. For k - 1 = 1, (1.3) is trivial. 
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Assuming (1.3) for k - 2 (K - 2 >, l), then in order to show (1.3) for k - 1 
we induce on yk-i . For yk-i = 0, (1.3) follows by the induction hypothesis 
on k - 2. If (1.3) is true for ykW1 - 1 (rk-i 3 l), then 
Q:'O . . . ,, QTz; = Q:’ 0 . ‘. 0 Q’,“_-’ o Sk-1 
= Hlo Q>-1' o . . . o Q;‘i2-l’ 0 Qt’i~-z’ o QkMl + . . . 
+HioQ~-l’o...o Q$yi’ o Q;h;r(i+l)’ D Qkpl + ... 
and (1.3) is true as a consequence of the following two cases: 
(i) If yk-i - (; + 1) 3 0, then Qk’;:-l-(i+l)’ o Qk-i = Q[kvilPil 
(ii) If ylc-i - (i + 1) < 0, then QkJ;l-(i+l)’ = QtJ;l-“‘, 
and hence 
Hi 0 Qy-i’ o . . . o QfJ’l-il o Qkvl 
= Hi o Q,-, o Q>-il o . . . o Qf”‘;l-il + Hi o [QI”-i1 Q . . . o Q[ky;l-il, Q,J 
= gi o Qfr”’ o . . . o Qk’;l-i’ + fic+l o Qfv,-(i+l)’ o . . . o Q;!‘1-(2.+1)’ + . . . . 
Now we return to the proof of (1.2) for k, which is proved by induction on 01~ . 
For ollc = 0 (1.2) follows from the induction hypothesis on 12 - 1. 
Assuming (1.2) true for CY~ - 1 (LYE 3 I), we then have 
-LoQyo...c,Q”, 
zzz [QT o . . . ~Q~-',L]~Q~+Q~o...~Q~-~.[Q~,L]. 
By application of the induction hypothesis on 01~ - 1 to the factor 
[Qp o -.- o Qik”, L], we have that 
[Qy o . . . o QF-l, L] o Qk = Hl o QF-1’ o . . . o &F-l’ + . . . . 
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By application of (1.3) to the factor Qi1 0 ... 0 Q~il, we have that 
QF o -.. o Qp-‘o [Q,,L] =HloQ~-ll.....Q~-ll+.... 
From the above we conclude that (1.2) is true for LYE and hence k. 
As a consequence of Lemma 1.1, we then have 
LEMMA 1.2. Let CY~ , ..., 01~ , g1 ,..., ZZk be nonnegative integers and let 
1 = max{oli + ai> > 0. Then there exist d$f~ential operators H,(x, D),..., 
H,(x, D) such that 
z=z Q1 al+% o . . . o Qp’ak + Hl o QF+%-11 o . . . o QF-@k-11 + . . . + Ht 
(l-4) 
with each term of the above sum of order at least one less than the previous one. 
Proof. We induce on K. For K = 1 (1.4) is trivial. Assuming (1.4) for 
k - 1, we prove (1.4) for k by induction on 99r . For S?r = 0 (1.4) follows by 
the induction hypothesis on k - 1. Assuming (1.4) for 9& - 1, we then have 
Q?o . ..~Q~k.Q~~...oQ~=Q~o...oQ.tk.Q1.Q~-l.Q~.....Q~ 
= rU1+1 Q1 oQ2o.a. oQ~oQ~-~oQ~. . . . 
~Q~+Q~o[Q~o...oQ~~,Q~I 
It follows from the induction hypothsis on 8, - 1 that 
q+1 Q1 oQ?o... ~Q~oQ~-~oQfb...oQ~ 
=Q1 .1+% o .,. ~Q~+“+Hl~QI”l+~l-l’o...~Q~~k-~]+ . . . . 
By many applications of Lemma 1.1 and the induction hypothesis on @ - 1, 
one can deduce that 
Qf’o[QTo . . . oQEL,Q~]oQ~-~oQ~~...oQ~ 
= Q29’+% o . . . c, QF+% + Hl o Qlorl+%-11 o . . . o &9%-l] + . . . . 
From the above we conclude that (1.4) is true for SYr and hence k. 
The previous lemma can be immediately generalized. 
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LEMMA 1.3. Let qj ,..., olkf , j = 1,2 ,..., TV be nonnegative integers and 
let 1 = max(qr + ... + ai,}. Then there exist d@rential operators HI(x, D),..., 
H,(x, D) such that 
Qp;ll o... o Qy o QF o . . . ,, Q;k2 r, . . . o QT” 
= Ql [~l*+~~~+QJ o . . . o Qjy+‘-+%,I 
+ Hl o Q$,+-+%-11 o . . . o Q++-+%-11 + . . . + H,, 
with each term of the above sum of order at least one less than the previous one. 
Proof. Induce on p. 
From the last lemma we can deduce the result stated in the beginning 
of this section. Namely, let P(x, D) be the operator described in (1.1) and 
let pj(x, D) have precisely the same factors as Pi(x, D). Then we have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 1.4. There exist operators I?j(Xy D) such that P(x, D) = 
CEO R,(x, D) o Pj(x, D), with &(x, D) = 1 and degree (& 0 pj) Gj. 
Proof. We begin by noting that since 
with olli + *.. + olPi = ji for each i, by Lemma 1.3 
pm = Q+ . . . o Qp + Hl o Qh-11 
1 
o 1.. o QF-11 + . . . 
which implies that 
pm _ pm = Hl o Q;‘I-‘1 ,, . . . o QFk-‘1 + . . . 
and is of order at most m - 1. Now suppose that for some 13 1 we have 
chosen differential operators 8, ,..., &+.,+, such that 
(Pm + 8,-l 0 Pm, + *** + &-,,l o Ed+1) 
- (P,,, + R,-, 0 Pm-1 + a.* + Rm-z+l 0 Pm-Z+I) 
= Hl o Q>-z] o . . . o QFk-“1 + ..a 
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and is of order at most m - 1. Then setting w,-, = R,,,-& - H,-, , we 
have that 
- (P, + R,-, 0 P,-l + ..* + R,-, 0 Psa-t) 
= Hz+1 o QF-(l+l)] o . . . o Qp--(l+l)l + . . . 
and is of order at most m - (1+ 1). The desired result follows. 
Now, as a consequence of Theorem 1.4 we may assume that ji > 0.. > j, . 
Also, since nowhere in the proofs of Lemmas 1.1-1.3 did we use the fact 
that the Qd(x, 0 ‘s were homogeneous or satisfied the N-T condition, we 
may apply these lemmas to obtain the following: 
If ~&‘,X-(X, 0) contains precisely the same factors as Pf(x, D) = 
Q;kz](x, 0) o . . . 0 Q:[jl-‘l(x, D), then there exist differential 
operators @(x, 0) such that 
P#(x, D) = f a,#(~, D) 0 @@, D) 
z=o 
with &+(x, D) = 1 and order (I?,# 0 pr#) at most 1. (1.5) 
Next we describe the representation of P(x, D) (P#(x, D)) which will 
be most useful for deducing the basic energy inequality. 
Let 
S,(x, D) = Q&s D) 0 *** 0 Q& D) 
&(x, D) = Q&c, D) 0 *** 0 Q&G D) 
where p, = max(q: j, > I - l} 
Sr(x, D) = Q&, D> 0 *.. 0 Q&> D> (l-6) 
with r = maximum multiplicity of any real root in the principal part of 
P(% 0. 
Then by Theorem 1.4, there exist differential operators R&v, D),..., 
R,(x, D) such that 
P(x, D) = S&c, D) 0 ..a 0 2$(x, D) + R&x, D) 0 &(x, D) 0 *.. 0 S,(x, D) 
t ... + R,&, 0) 0 %.(x, D) + R&, 0). (1.7) 
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Similarly, 
P#(x, D) = s,qx, D) 0 *.a 0 qqx, D) 
+ R,(x, D) 0 sgyx, D) 0 *.. 0 qqx, D) (1.8) 
+ %1(x, D> o Sr4(x, D) + 44% D) 
where as before the degree of the kth term is at most m - k. 
Finally, we prove a lemma which implies that Si(x, D) (Sjx(x, 0)) 
j = 1, 2,..., T satisfies the N-T condition. 
LEMMA 1.5. If Tl(x, D) und Tz(x, D) are two differential operators which 
satisfy the N-T condition at some point x0 and have no common real roots in 
their principal parts, then Tl(x, D) 0 T2(x, D) satisfies the N-T condition at x,, . 
Proof. We can assume that Tr(x, f) and Tz(x, [) are homogeneous 
polynomials, and we want to show that Tr(x, 5) Ta(x, 5) satisfies the N-T 
condition at x0 . 
Let U be an open neighborhood of x0 such that Vz E Cl and V(x, E) E 
U x RN; Ti(x, 5) = 0 and grade Re(xT,(x, 6)) # 0 imply that Im(zTJ does 
not change signs along the null-bicharacteristic strip for Re(zT,) through(x, 5). 
Let (x, 5) E U x IWN be such that Tr(x, E) Ts(x, 5) = 0. Then as a consequence 
of the fact that TX and T, have no common real roots, there exists a neigh- 
borhood N of (x, f), NC U x RN, such that either TX # 0 on N or T, # 0 
on N. 
Suppose that T, # 0 on N. Since Tl(x, 0 is of principal type, that is 
grad, T&, 5) f 0, and hence grad, Re(zT,(x, 5)) # 0 for some complex x, 
if for any complex w 
grad6 Re(wT,T,(x, 5)) = gradE Re(zT,wz-lT2(x, 5)) # 0, 
it follows from the invariance of the N-T condition (see the Appendix of [9]) 
that Im(wT,T,) does not change sign in N along the null-bicharacteristic 
strip for Re(wTIT.J through (x, 5). H ence T,T, satisfies the N-T condition 
at x0 . 
II. SOBOLEV SPACES 
In this section we shall define a special class of Sobolev spaces, construct 
subspaces of their duals, prove a version of Rellich’s Lemma, and show the 
basic commutator estimate; that is, 
for any pseudo-differential operator L(x, D) of order S. 
ll[W, D), 4*(x, D> 0 ..a 0 4% ~)lllo < C III v Ill~+s . (2.1) 
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We begin by defining the [I/ * ~l~~+s norm by 
/II T II B+s = Ii/ 4D) o Sz#(x, D) o ... o ST++, Dk llm,--l 
VT E C,“(L?), where A”(D) is the pseudo-differential operator with the 
symbol As([) = (1 + 1 5 Is)sjz and m, equals the order of S,;p(~, D). 3$+Js2) 
is then defined to be the completion of COm(.Q) under the I/j . lilg+s norm. Now 
before making some estimates on the 111 . I&+~ norm, we remark that since 
we are interested only in local solvability in Q of the differential operator 
P(x, II), we may choose an arbitrary point x,, E Q and shrink Q about x0 as 
needed. We have the following bounds on the II/ . ll/~+~ norm, 
Since order (S,*(x, D) 0 ... 0 S?#(X, D)) = m - m, , there 
exists a constant C such that VT E COW(Q) 
Ill 9J Ill P+s G c II v Ilm--l+s . (24 
Since &#(x, D) satisfies the N-T condition at the point x0 , 
there exist neighborhoods L?i of x,, and constants Ci such 
that VT E Com(i2,) 
II si’p(x, D, o si=l(xs D, ’ “’ ’ srs(x, D)P, /Is+Q--] 
3 G II s+&, D) o *** o V(x, D)p, IIs+pi 
where 
pi = &, mi - i with mj equal to the order of Si#(x, 0). (2.3) 
The above implies that for each s, there exists a neighborhood Q = Q, of x0 
and a constant C = C(s) such that VP E COz(Q) 111 g, ljl~+s > C // ‘p /lmfs-,. . 
The next step will be to construct a closed subspace of the dual of A??+~(Q). 
For each real number s, choose an open neighborhood Q = Q, of 3~s with 
the property that VT E Csm(sZ) /I) v jllq+s 3 C/I P Ilm--T+S. Then define the 
Ill * Ill-~-~ norm by 
III v l/l-@-s = @y(Q) 
l(9JT +)Lda) I vq E Corn(Q) 
Ill # llb+s , (2.4) 
and the space ~&++$2) as the completion of COm(Q) under the Ill * jll-yp-, 
norm. We have the following estimate on the /iI . lj!-B-s norm. 
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We also take note of a generalized Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
which enables us to state the following result. 
The L,(Q) inner product, considered as a sesquilinear form 
on Corn(Q) x C,m(Q), h as a unique continuous extension 
to I&+ x Y&++,(Q). We shall denote this extension 
by C.3 ->s . (2.7) 
We remark here that for &q+,(Q) and &Q(Q) to be in duality with 
respect to (., a), , it is necessary and sufficient that 
ZJ E X$++,(Q) and (TJ, u>, = 0 V~I E Cam(Q) imply that u = 0. (2.8) 
The standard technique of proving (2.8) is to express (v, u)~ as j v(x) U(X) dx 
and to then use the density of Cam(Q) in&(Q). However, since for s < r - m 
the Ill * lll~+s norm is not necessarily stronger than the I] . /I,, = II . jj4(o) norm, 
there is no reason to believe that the elements of &+&?) must be L,(Q) 
functions which would imply that (v, u), could be expressed as j q(x) u(x) dx. 
Nevertheless, it is obviously true that 
v E X,-,(Q) and (0, ~p>~ = 0 VT E Cam(Q) imply that v = 0. (2.9) 
Hence, given v E &Yq+(Q), we define the support of V, denoted by supp(n), 
as the support of the distribution (v, *)s on J2. We note that supp(v) = o 
(the empty set) implies that v = 0, and that if for u E #g+,(Q) we had 
defined the support of u as the support of the distribution (0, u), , it would 
not necessarily be true that supp(u) = o implies that u = 0 as an element 
of &P+s(Q>. 
The next result is a version of Rellich’s Lemma for the #P+~(SZ) Sobolev 
spaces. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (vN} C Corn(Q) be uniformly bounded in Ill * jllg+S norm. 
Then {pN} has a subsequence which is Cuuchy in the 111 * ll/~+~-~ norm. 
Proof. We note that Ill P)N Ill~+~ = I/ A”(D) 0 Ls2qx, D) 0 *.* 0 
S,.#(x, 0)~)~ ljm,-r < M for all N implies that {A’,# 0 *.* 0 S~#P)~) is uniformly 
bounded in I/ . lImI--l+s norm. Then by the usual version of Rellich’s Lemma 
(see Theorem 2.2.3 of [4]), {A’,# 0 *a* o S,.+~,,} has a subsequence Cauchy in 
II . lIm,--l+s-l norm. Hence {9)N) h as a subsequence Cauchy in 111 * I]l~+s-l norm. 
Now, in order to prove the basic commutator estimate (2.1), we shall need 
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some lemmas. Before proving these lemmas, we take note of the fact that 
For i < j, there exists a differential operator Mij(x, D) 
such that Si#(x, D) = Mi,(x, D) 0 Sj+(x, D) (2.10) 
which is an immediate consequence of the definition of Si+(x, D). 
LEMMA 2.2. If L(x, D) is a diSferentia1 operator satifying the equality 
L(x, D) = T&x, D) 0 4+(x, D) 0 TI(x, D) 0 5$*(x, D) 0 ..a 
0 Tdx, D) 0 &#(x, D), 
then there exist d#eerential operators H,-,(x, D),..., H*(x, D) such that 
L(x, D) = H,, 0 S,# 0 ... 0 S,# + HI 0 S,# 0 ... 0 S,# + .a. + Hk (2.12) 
with each term of the above sum of order at least one less than the previous one. 
Proof. We induce on k. For K = 1, the result is trivial. Assuming (2.12) 
to be true with K replaced by k - 1, there exist operators HI(x, D),..., Hk(x, D) 
such that 
TooSl#oT~~SZ#o...oT~--l~Sk# 
= ToaSl#oH~oSz#o...~Sk#+.‘. 
+ T,, 0 S,# 0 Hi o Sr+, 0 ... 0 Sg# + ..a, 
and since 
holds for k. 
Next we prove a lemma concerning the operator obtained by differen- 
tiating the symbol for the operator &#(x, D) 0 ... o S,#(x, D). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let Bbe a multi-index with / 9 1 < Y, and let (S,# 0 ‘.. o Sr+)~) 
(x, D) denote the operator obtained by taking the 9th x-derivative of the symbol 
for Sf(x, D) 0 ... o ST#(x, D). Then there exist operators HI(x, D) ,..., H,-I~~+, 
(x, D) such that 
(Sl# o *.a 0 &+)cm (x, D) 
= HI 0 ST+laj 0 *** 0 S,# + *** + Hi 0 S.$si 0 .*. 0 ST” + ... + H+.lal+l 
m?h the kth term having order at most m - k. 
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Proof. Let (S,# 0 *a. o S,*) (x, 5) denote the symbol for the operator 
Sp‘(x, D) 0 *.* o Sr*(x, 0). By a simple application of Leibniz’s rule we 
have that 
&,(S,# 0 *a* 0 S,#)(x, 5) = (a&* 0 S,# 0 *** 0 S,#)(x, 5) + **’ 
+(s,#o~**o s~‘_,oa,,s,~os~+~o~~~os,~~+~~~. 
The above equality, Lemma 2.2, and the fact that 
(SIT2 .a- 0 se, o axjsi+ o s:+,, o ... o S,#)(X, 5) 
= (Ml,, 0 s,* 0 *** 0 kfi-l,i o sir o a,pi# o sr+l o - o S,#)(X, 5) 
imply that there exist differential operators HI(x, D),..., Hr(x, D) such that 
azip,+ 0 -** 0 &#)(x, 5) = (HI 0 S,# 0 * ** 0 $.#)(x, 6) + *-- 
+(HpS~+p-* o STC)(X, l) + *** + ffT(X, 5). 
A simple induction on the length of 93 leads to the desired result. 
We remark here that the conclusion of Lemma 2.3 holds with 
(S,” 0 ... o S,.#)(d) (x, 0) replaced by (S,# 0 .a* 0 Sr+)(a)(x, D) the operator 
obtained by taking the &h &derivative of the symbol for S,#(x, D) 0 ..* 0 
Sr% 9. 
We now prove the crucial commutator estimate. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let L(x, D) be a pseudo-d~@rential operator of order s. Then 
there exists a neighborhood 1;1 = Sz, of x, such that &I E C,*(Q) 
IlMx, D>, Wx, D) 0 ... 0 ST+, D)lv Ilo G C III v lb+s . 
Proof. The generalized Leibniz’s rule (see Nirenberg [7]) tells us that 
[L, Sl” 0 .a- 0 S,#](x, 5) - , ;. ; (a$% 5) D,=(S,” 0 *** 0 f&+)(x, 5) 
iI 
- ap(s,+ o . . . 0 S,#)(x, E) DzoLL(x, 5)) 
which implies that 
[L, S,# 0 *** 0 S,#](x, D) - c -$ [(a,“LDzol(Sl+ 0 *.a 0 S,“))(x, D) 
O<lUl<T *
- (afqs,# o .-a 0 ST+) D,=L)(x, D)] 
is an operator of order m + s - r. ((a,aLD,b(Sl# 0 1.. 0 S,#)) (x, D) and 
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(~E~(S1# 0 ... 0 S,“) D,lL) (x, 0) are the operators with the symbols 
L$“L(x, ~)D~~(sl+ 0 ‘.. o Sri) (x, 5) and FI1(S,+ u ... v S,#) (x, [) DxqL(x, 5) 
respectively.) Then since the 11 ‘Ii,Y+F norm dominates the /, ,,,,- I,-.~ norm, 
the proof is reduced to showing that VP, E CaW(J2) 
for 1 a! / < r. Another application of the generalized Leibniz’s rule shows that 
it suffices to obtain the estimate 
j/ Lyx, D) 0 (S,# 0 ... 0 S,#)(,,(X, D)p, 
- (S,# ... 0 0 Sr#)(0) tx, D) Ohdx, & 110 d c III P l/l9+s . 
Then by Lemma 2.3 and the remark following its proof, we have that 
Jw(x, D) 0 (S,# 0 **- 0 SrQ) (x, D) - (S,# 0 ... 0 Sc+y) (x, D) OL(&, D) 
= HI 0 ST+,,, 0 a.. 0 S,# + ..a + Hi 0 Sr+,,, 0 ... 0 S,# + .a. + H,.-I,I+l 
with each term of the above sum of order at least one less than the previous 
one. This implies 
r--l.l+1 
G c G II %&l o *** o &$ llm,+...+mr+,a,-l+s-(i+lol-l) 
i=l 
As a consequence of the proof of Lemma 2.4 we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let L(x, D) be a pseudo-da&ential operator of order s. 
Then there exists a neighborhood 52 = Q, of x0 such that Vy E C,m(i2) 
IIL% D)> Wx, 4~ llo G C Ill 9 Ills+s . 
Further, Lemma 2.4 can be generalized. 
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LEMMA 2.6. Let L(x, D) be a pseudo-d#erential operator of order s. Then 
there exists a neighborhood 52 = Q8 of x0 such that VT E C,“(Q) 
11 S,# 0 ... OSj#OIL, sr+,o **f o ST% II0 G c III v b+s . 
Proof. Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.2, (2.10) and an argument similar to the 
one used in Lemma 2.4 imply the desired result. 
IV. THE BASIC ENERGY INEQUALITY 
In this section, following a pattern suggested by Nirenberg and Treves 
in [9], we prove the basic a priori energy inequality. We gegin by showing 
the inequality 
II Wx, DIP Ilo > U/E) III YJ lb %J E Co”PJ* 
Next we prove an interpolation type inequality 
III P Ill ~+s d E II P% D)P, I/s + Ill T Ilb+s-I .
Finally, we apply Rellich’s Lemma and a lemma of Nirenberg and Treves 
to obtain the inequality 
II P”(x, Dk lls 3 C Ill v llls+s . 
LEMMA 3.1. For all E > 0 there exists a neighborhood Q2, of x,, such that 
b E Gv&> 
II P”(x, Dk /lo 3 U/4 III v lb . 
Proof. For SL, satisfying II &#(x, D)p, II0 > (l/e) II v llmI--l b E Gm(QJ, 
we have that 
I/ TX, D)P, llo 
= IIS1#o . ..~S.#~pR~oS,#o...oS,#cp+...+R,_,oS,#~lg,R~g,II, 
3 ,I S,# o a-. 0 S,% Ilo - (II R, 0 V 0 ... 0 SP II,, + *a* + II &cp Ilo) 
0 s,“p, ILn-1 - (II RI 0 S,# 0 a** 0 8,” 110 + ... + II R,p, Ilo). 
Since/l Ri 0 ST+, 0 ... 0 S,.#p, I/,, < Ci //I v /II9 , where Ci is a constant depending 
only upon the coefficients of P#(x, D), it follows that 
II Wx, D)p, Ilo 3 [(l/4 - CC, + **a + Cd Ill v iI/9 
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and since [(I/E) - (C, + ... + C,)] + co as E + 0, we have the desired 
result. 
To prove the interpolation inequality we shall need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let L(x, D) be a pseudo-dzzerential operator of order 1 such that 
where 
Lb 0 - f &, 5) 
j=O 
46 5) = c G(X) w", 5) 
i=l 
with uij E Co*(RN) and uij = 0 on 9. Then for all real numbers  and t there 
exists a constant C such that 
11% D)g, /Is G C II P Ils+t b E cov4; 
that is, L(x, D) restricted to Q is an operator of order -co. 
Proof. Since Vq E Corn(Q) 2: Z&x, D) 0 uoi(x)p, = 0, it follows that 
k(O) 
D) - 1 A&, D) 
i=l 
' uOi(x)) 91. 
Then since 
we have that for all real s there exists a constant C such that VP, E CoK(L?) 
llL@, D)v IL = /) (Lb 4 - $; Lb D> 0 uoi(4) cp /iI 
G c II PI Ils+z-I * 
Then noting that the operator CFT lo&, D) 0 uo5(x) has the symbol 
k(O) k(O) 
C (loi 0 uoi>(x> 0 - C 1 ; Wo& 5) Dsauoi(4> 
i=l i=l [al>0 
the symbol for the operator L(x, D) - Cfz Zoi(x, D) 0 uo((x) has the 
asymptotic expansion 
j$ 4(x> E) + y c f Wodx, E) &%,i(4 
i=l jai>0 
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and hence satisfies the hypothesis of this lemma. Thus we can apply the 
same argument to the operator L(x, D) - Cfz Z&x, 0) 0 U&X) and obtain 
the estimate 
II% D)cp Ils G c II v lls+z-2 VP, E C,=(Q). 
The proof is completed by repetition of the argument. 
We now prove the interpolation inequality. 
LEMMA 3.3. For all E > 0 and for all real numbers , there exists a neigh- 
borhood Q of x0 and a constant C such that V~I E Corn(Q) 
Ill f?J III B+s G f II wx, w?J lls + c Ill fP lIIB+n-l * 
Proof. Let B,(x,) = {x: / x0 - x 1 < p} be such that VP, E C,,m(B,(xO)) 
the following estimates hold: 
6) E’ II WYx, Qp, Ilo 3 II v llmI-I 
(ii) c’ II P#(x, Dk II0 2 III 9 II/P 
(iii) III v Ill P+s 3 CII v IL?--r+s 
(iv) Ill a, Ill~+~4 b CII v Ilm--r+s--l . 
Let u E C,,m(B,(x,,)) be such that u E 1 on II,,,( \ u j < 1. In what 
follows, C will denote constants dependent on u (and hence p) and C constants 
independent of ZJ (and hence p). (Note that once we have the estimates (iii) 
and (iv) V~I E Com(B,O(x,,)), we can use the same constant C for any p < p,, , 
and hence we may assume that the constant C in (iii) and (iv) is independent 
of P.> 
Now, VP, E Gm(%&d 
By Lemma 3.2 we have that 
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Hence we have the estimate 
//S1#OUofl~oS2#O...OSr#9)~jo~~/S1#~[u~(1~,Sz~~...~S,~]~//o 
+~~s~~os2~o~~~osr~~uo(f~p)~jo 
< /I S,# 0 u 0 [AS, S,# 0 ... 0 s,qqJ Ijo 
+j~Sl~~[U,S2#~...~ST~]~(1S~l10 
+Ijs~+.s2#o...o s*+ 0 24 0 .A+ Ilo . 
Now, by Lemma 3.2 
11 S,#[u, S,# 0 ... 0 S,#l 0 Asp, I/cl < c Ill v lb%-, 
and by Lemma 3.2, Lemma 2.6, and the assumption that / u / d 1 
I[ Asp 0 24 0[A”, S,# 0 ... 0 S,#]q? 110 < /I[&#, ul o [(IS, S,# o ... a S,“lv 110 
+ (1 24.0 A$#- 0 [A”, S,# 0 ... 0 S,“]p, [lo - 
< c I!1 g, Ill&-I + c Ill v lllw+s . 
Hence (3.1) becomes 
Ill v Ill y+s < E’ I/ S,# 0 *.. 0 ST@ 024 0 nqqp I/o 
+ E’C Ill 9) lIIB+s + c Ill TJ lIIB+s-I . (3.2) 
Now 
/I S,# 0 ... 0 s,j” O 21 ow%J I/o 
< II pqx, D( o u o flwv II0 
+ lI(R, 0 S,# 0 ... 0 S,” + ..* + R,) 0 u 0 AS(gy II0 ,
and since 
(3.2) b ecomes 
III 9J I// p+s < E’(1 + Cc’) /I P#(x, D) o u o y&J II0 
+ de Ill v IllsJ+s + c III ‘p Illa+s-1 . (3.3) 
Next, we note that 
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which by iLemma 3.2, Corollary 2.5, and the assumption that 1 u 1 < I 
Hence (3.3) becomes 
Then since E’ 4 0 as p J 0, we can assume that ~‘(1 + Cc;‘) < c/2, and that 
E’C < l/2, which implies that 
We now quote a needed lemma of Nirenberg and Treves [9]. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let P(x, D) be a linear partial diSfentia1 operator of order m 
whose leading terms do not vanish identically at x,, . Then P(x, D)u = 0 cannot 
have a solution u E B’(Q) whose support is reduced to (x0}. 
Proof. See Lemma 1 .l of [9]. 
Next, we finally prove the basic energy inequality. 
THEOREM 3.5. For any real number s, there exists a neighborhood J2, of x,, 
and a constant C such that V~J E Com(SZs) 
Proof. If the result is false, then for every open neighborhood Q of x,, 
there exists a sequence {pj} C C,,m(Q) such that 
Ill Vj lib+.5 = 1, II Wx, % /Is--t 0, and supp(vj) --f x0 as j-t co. 
The boundedness of the sequence {vi} and Rellich’s Lemma imply that 
there is a subsequence convergent in #~++i(&?), and then by the interpolation 
inequality this subsequence must converge to some u E &z+~(SZ). We now 
have that 
P#(x, D)T, = 0, SUPP(T~) = {x,>, 
where T,, is the distribution on Q defined by TU(#) = (#, u)~ V# E Corn(Q). 
We note that since supp(qJ + {x,,), we may assume that there exists an 
open neighborhood s”l of x0 such that supp(vJ C 0 CC Sz. Now let p E C,“(Q) 
be such that p = 1 on A?, and note that since jl[ qua 111g+9 = 1, we have that 
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u f 0 as a member of X.+s(Q) which implies that 3# E C,“(Q) such that 
(#, ujg+, # 0 ((., .)Bi.s is the tig+s(Q) inner product). Then since 
T, # 0 which contradicts Lemma 3.4. 
IV. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section we shall show the existence of weak solutions of the equation 
P(z, 0)~ = f and make some remarks on the limitations of the preceding 
results. In proving the existence of weak solutions we take advantage of the 
well-known fact that for any real number s the Sobolev spaces I, and 
&QP) are in duality with respect to a certain sesquilinear form, which we 
denote by (*, .)$ . 
THEOREM 4.1. Let s be any real number. Then there exists a neaihborhood 
Sz = Q, of x0 such that Vf E KdJ52) 3u E &(RN) such that 
<f, v>s = 04 wx, @Jh b E c,m(Q) ; 
that is, P(x, D)u = f weakly in Q. 
Proof. Let 0 = Sz, be such that )I P#(x, D)p, IIS 3 C //I v Jlj~+~Vg, E COW(Q). 
Let V be the vector space (P#(x, D)v : rp E C,“(Q)}. Now define a conjugate 
linear functional on I’ by L(P#(x, D)~J) = (f, v), in order to obtain 
< U/C) IllfIll-8-s II Px(x, Dk IIs. 
Hence L is continuous on I’ with respect to the (/ . /Is norm. So by the Hahn- 
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Banach theorem we can continuously extend L to all of HS(IWN). Then by 
the duality of .%&@P’) and XS(!RN) with respect to the sesquilinear form 
(., *)S 3u E K&P’) such that 
Finally, before turning to the question of necessity, we make some remarks 
on the limitations of the preceding results. 
1. We have not shown that there exists a neighborhood D of x,, such that 
VIE C,,m(Q) 3u E Cm(Q) with P(x, D)u = f. However, Nirenberg and Treves 
[9] didn’t show this for operators P(x, 0) satisfying the N-T condition. 
What we, and Nirenberg and Treves, have shown is that for all positive 
integers K, there exists a neighborhood Q, of x,, such that V’E C,m(Q) 
3~ E C’“(Q) such that P(x, D)u = f. 
2. By application of Lemma 2.3, one can prove the estimate 
where C is a constant independent of E and JE is the usual Friedrichs’ 
mollifier. From the above estimate one can immediately deduce that 
where C is a constant independent of E. By duality we then have the result 
that a C Sz implies that 
where C, once again, is a constant independent of c. It can then be shown 
that P(x, D)u = f weakly and u has compact support in Sz implies that 
P(x, D)u = f strongly; that is, &I, E Cam(Q) such that v,,, + u in &?&RN) 
and P(x,D)pN-+ f in s?? ~-&2). However, since we have shown only the 
energy inequality 
and not its dual 
II Wx, D)P, IL 3 C Ill 9,lb+s 
III P(x, D)p? Ill-~-s 2 C II I IL-S, 
we cannot deduce, as Nirenberg and Treves did from a “weak” = “strong” 
theorem, the uniqueness result that u E sQ[W~), P(x, D)u = 0, and u has 
compact support in $2 implies that u = 0. 
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V. NECESSITY 
In this section we prove that if max{j,> = 2, and if each ,Oi(x, D) has real 
or constant coefficients, then condition (0.10) which is weaker than the 
sufficient condition (0.9), is necessary. Namely, if Pnzel(x, 0) is an (m - I)st 
order differential operator which is an admissible lower order perturbation 
of P,(x, D), then if &, is a root of @(CC,, E) e-1 Q$(X,, 8) of multiplicity 
two, then &, is a root of the leading terms of P+r(x, E). In this section we 
shall assume that x,, is the origin. We begin by quoting a needed lemma of 
Hormander. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let Q C RN be open, let P(x, D) be a diSfentia1 operator 
on Q, and suppose that Vf E C,,m(Q) 3u E Q’(Q) such that P(x, D)u = f. Then 
for every open set w C 9 there exist constants C, K, and L such that 
IS I fvdx <C c suppIDaff C sup]PV’vj Vf, v E COm(W). Ial@ W<L 
(Here tP denotes the formal transpose of P defined by the identity J vPudx = 
J tPvudx, when II or v have compact support.) 
Proof. See [4, Lemma 6.1.21. 
We also use the following lemma which is a slight modification of one 
proved by Hormander. (See Lemma 6.1.5 of [4].) 
LEMMA 5.2. Let 1c, E CW(w), where w is an open neighborhood of the or&in, 
be such that Im #(x) 3 a 1 x j2, x E w, a > 0. Let u E Cm(,) be such that 
Im U(X) > 0, x E w. Then sup / D~(~ei(~2u(z)+~11(2)))I = O(h21arl-s) h + co, for 
every v E Corn(w) such that with a real s > 0 v(x) = O(l x 1”“) x -+ 0. 
Proof. By Leibniz’s rule, 
D”be 
f(A%(d+W(d)) = C C(a, g, r) D’vDa(efh2U(s)) Dn-@+“)(efArQ)). 
v+.%g’X 
Then since Im(u) > 0, 
D~(ef~2Ukd ) = O(h2’“‘) h-+-co 
which implies that it suffices to show that 
and since 
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it suffices to show that 
which in turn is implied by 
~Y~e-aAld~ = o(~lYI-s) x + 00. 
If j y 1 3 s, the desired result follows from the boundedness of e-aAls12. 
If 1 y 1 < S, we have that 
Hence we obtain 
-p-M , ,-onlzl*DY~ , < C(h , x ~“)“-I” e--aAlzl** 
Then since the right-hand side is a bounded function of h [ x 12, the proof 
of the lemma is complete. 
We also need the following lemma of Hiirmander. 
LEMMA 5.3. Gken two vectors (a, ,..., aN) and (fi ,..., fN) with complex 
components and some ai # 0, there is a symmetric matrix (o+k) with positive 
definite imaginary part satisfying the equations 
gl arjag =fj 7 h = l,..-, N 
if and only if 
Proof. See Lemma 6.1.4 of [4]. 
In order to utilize the above lemmas, we need a lemma on the existence 
of approximate solutions for a certain class of nonlinear partial differential 
equations. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let 52 be an open nezghborhood of the origin in RN, and let 
f, ajk: E Cm(Q), j, k = I,..., N. Furthermore, suppose that f (0) is a positive 
real number, that gI1(x) 3 1, and that 
(0) + 2 @lk(o) + skl(o)) & (‘1) > ‘* 
k-2 
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Then for every positive integer q, 34 E Ccc(Q) such that 
i ~jk(X)~~ =f@) + O(ln: I”) x-+ 0, (5.1) 
j.k=l 
there exists some neighborhood w of the origin such that (5.2) 
Im +(x) > a 1 x 12, a > 0, x E w, and 
$49 =z (0) = ..f = g (0) = 0, s (0) # 0. (5.3) 
Proof. We begin by remarking that (5.2) implies that 
and the condition 
-g (0) # 0% I)(O) =$(O) = --* 
2 
= $$ (0) = 0 
is used in order to obtain a simple recursion relationship for the derivatives 
of *. 
Next, we note that to show (5.1) it suffices to show that there is a formal 
power series solution 
of the equation 
= (Z)’ + (S) ,;, (.%k(X) + =%&N 2 
(5.4) 
We note here that we may obviously assume that z&O) = 0. Now, replacing 
the left-hand side of (5.4) by its Taylor’s series expansion about the origin 
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and equating the constant terms on both sides of (5.4), we get the equation 
(0) = f (0). (5.5) 
Then by setting ~~/~x,(O) = 0, j > 2, and +/ax,(O) = (f (0))1/2, (5.5) 
and (5.3) are satisfied. (By (f(0))li2 we mean the positive real square root of 
f (0).) 
Next, we equate the coefficients of xj ,j = 1, 2,..., Non both sides of (5.4), 
using (5.3) to obtain the equations 
+ (g (0)) f @k(O) + Bkl(o)> azg = 
k=2 ax, axj 
j = l,..., N. 
Then by Lemma 5.3, the fact that 8$/8x,(O) > 0, and the hypothesis that 
(0) + f (glk(o> + gkl(“)) s to)) > ’ 
k-2 k 
we can choose the values of ~2~(0)/~x,~x,, k, j = 1,2,..., N so that (5.6) is 
satisfied and the matrix (Im((~2~/~x,~xk)(0))) is positive definite, which 
implies that the quadratic form 
IF Irn (& (0)) xjxk 
j.k=l 
is positive definite. Then again since 0 = Im(#(O)) = Im((a+/ax,)(O)) = 
. . . = Im((8~/&,)(0)), after completing the proof of the existence of I/ we 
can conclude that there exist a number a > 0 and a neighborhood w of the 
origin such that 
Im 544 3 a I x 12, XEW. 
Next, we equate the coefficients of x? 1.. x2 on both sides of (5.4), and 
we again use (5.3) to obtain the equations 
@l+“‘+jhr+l#(o) 
aX$+’ aX$ . . . aX;N 
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+L($(O):jal <jl+.-*+jN) 
= 
jl! .!- jN! 
ajl-t-".+iNf(0) 
8x2 . . . ax2 (5.7) 
where by L(W$(O)/S: 1 011 <jr + ... + j,) we mean some linear com- 
bination of products of derivatives (W#/&~)(O), 1 01 / <jr + ... +j, . 
Hence, if we know all the derivatives of order less than or equal to P, then 
we know the coefficients of all powers xa, 1 01 / < P - 1 on the left-hand 
side of (5.6). Now, suppose that we have chosen (al~l#/&~)(O), I 01 j < P 
(P 3 2) so that the coefficient of any term of order P - 1 on the left-hand 
side of (5.4) equals the coefficient of the corresponding term on the right-hand 
side of (5.4). Then letting j, + ... + jN = P, by (5.7) we have the equation 
2jgm 
ap++ii(o) 
1 ax, aX$ -.. aX;N 
+ z (‘1 f? (glk(o> + gkl(“)) 
k=2 
apf (0) 
+L(~(o)'lal ")= j2! .fjN! ax$...axiN - 
(5.8) 
Then by setting 
and 
ap+l*(o) 
ax:, . . . a,$+1 . . . axiN = 0 N 
ap+y(o) 
aXI aX$ --- axiN 
1 
( 
1 apf (0) = 
2 (8 (o)) j2! .*-jN! a+ a-- i&$4 -L (2 (0) : [ (Y [ < P)), 
(5.8) is satisfied. Next, we let j2 + *.. + jN = P - 1, and by (5.7) we have 
the equation 
230) 
ap+l$qo) 
1 aX12 aX$ ... aX;N 
P”*(o) 
ax, 8x2 . . . ax.p+i .. . axJN 
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SL(zg(O): ,a, <P) 
1 E.z apf (0) ’ jz! “‘IN. 1 ax, aX2 ..- aX;N * 
Then since all derivatives of the form 
(5-9) 
ap+y(o) 
ax, a+ . . . ax2+i . . . ax 9, N 
have already been determined, (5.9) determines 
ap++h(o) 
Continuing in the obvious manner we can obtain all the derivatives of $ of 
order P+ 1. 
We remark here that with the assumptions 
Lqx) s 1 (1 <i<N) 
and 
(5.10) 
Im(2$ (0) + i @k(O) + JJki(O>> g (0)) > 0 (5.11) 
3 k=l 
k#i 
conclusions (5.1) and (5.2) of Lemma 5.4 hold, and (5.3) is replaced by 
NJ) = +$ (0) = 0, k #jj, g (0) # 0. (5.12) 
3 
Next, we state and prove a lemma which will guarantee the existence of a 
function b E P(lFP) f or which the operator P,,, + bP,,,-, is not solvable if the 
necessary condition (0.10) is violated. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let g E P(W), w an open neighborhood of the origin, be such 
that g(0) # 0. Then for any set of N complex numbers 9Yl ,..., gN, with at 
least one nonzero, 3b E Cm(!RN) such that the function f (x) = b(x)g(x) sati.$es 
f (0) is a positive real number (5.13) 
and 
(5.14) 
Proof. Since g(0) # 0, by shrinking w if needed, we can represent g(x) 
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in polar coordinates; that is, g(z) = r(.~)&~(~). Now, let b(x) = u(.~)&~(~r be
such that u E Corn(w), u = 1 in a smaller neighborhood of the origin, and 
y(O) = -e(o). It foil ows that f(0) = r(O), which is a positive real number. 
Next, we note that 
which implies that 
= f Irn@k) 5 to) + gl g (0) y(O) Irn@%) 
k=l 
+ gl ‘(O) Irn ($ to) @k)* 
Then by setting v(x) = 4(x) + (x, rj), (+j = (Q ,..., 71~)) we have that 
(0)) = fl Irncgk> 5 (0) + 1 r(O) lm(i%#k)e kNl 
The desired result follows by choosing the proper +j in CN. 
Finally, as a consequence of the previous two results we have 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let Q be a netghborhood of the origirz in RN, and let f, 
gjk E cm(a), j, k = I,..*, N. Furthermore, suppose that f (0) # 0 and that 
gjj(0) # 0 for some j. The92 3b E C”(IW) such that for every positive integer q, 
3# E Cm(Q) for which 
= WfC4 + WI x Iq>, x -+ 0, (5.15) 
there exists some neighborhood w of the orfgin such that 
Im Z/I(X) 2 a 1 x 12, a > 0, x E w, and (5.16) 
$b(O) = $g (0) = 0 for k # j, (5.17) 
k 
s (0) # 0. 
3 
We now restate and prove our main result. 
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THEOREM 5.7. Let PnWr(x, D) be an admissible lower order perturbation of 
P,(x, 0). Then if & E RN is a nonzero root ofQ+(O, 6) ... pk(O, 5) (and hence 
of one of its factors) of multiplicity two, then & is a root of the principal part of 
pm-do, 6). 
Proof. We begin by noting that to show the nonsolvability of the dif- 
ferential operator P, + bPmel , by Lemma 5.1 it would suffice to show that 
for every pair of positive integers K and L, and for every neighborhood w of 
the origin there exist sequences {f,}, {u,} C Corn(w) such that 
but with 
and 
E c sup ]D”fp I < 00. 
lal<k 
To do this we define for X 2 1 
f&x) = k2W(h2x), FE C,,m(93?N) 
T-l 
v,(x) = h=‘J+2”+1 
c 
et(he,(,)+A~(z)),h-ll~~-~ 
L-0 
where 
r = 2N + 2k + 1 + [2(m - 2) + 21 + 2L (5.18) 
and the functions u, 1,4 E P(W), y,, E C,,m(~) are to be determined later. 
Next we note that 
1 fhvh dx = J h2N+2k+l 2 ei(h*u(r)+~~(e))h-r(~) ~-2 $‘(hQ) dx.
Then by making the change of variables x --f Xw2x we get 
x jy e~(n2u(r/ha)+A~(~/~a)~-u~~(x/~2) F(x) dx. 
LL=O 
(5.19) 
Then assuming that 
Im u(x) > 0, XECJJ (5.20) 
Im +(x) Z a I x 12, XEt.0. a>0 (5.21) 
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and 
#(O) = u(0) = 0 (5.22) 
we have that the integrand in (5.19) is uniformly bounded and that 
= ei(Vu(o)~~)~o(()) F(x). 
Hence, dividing (5.19) by A, and bringing the limit inside the integral, we 
obtain 
~~(0) j e‘ c %< u(").z)F(x) dx = yo(0)(27ryv/2 F(F)(-Vu(O)). 
Then by choosing FE COm(9P) so that S(F)(-VU(O)) # 0 and qa E Coz(w) 
so that I&O) = 1, it follows that 
Next, we note that 
2 sup 1 OafA) = 1 k2" sup I DaF(h2x)] < C sup [ D"FI. 
blSk Ial@ Ial@ 
Therefore to complete the proof of this theorem it would suffice to show that 
(5.23) 
We begin this part of the proof by noting that since 
tp, = “Q$ . . . tQj,?z + R t&k11 , , . t [h-11 
1 1 &k i-R2 
for appropriate differential operators RI and R, , and since the order of the 
factors Qr ,..., Q, can be rearranged, we may assume that to is a root of 
Qk(O, 5). Next, if Qk(x, D) has constant coefficients, we set U(X) = (x, [> 
and we note that U(X) satisfies (5.20) and (5.22). If Qk(x, D) has real coefficients, 
by making a change of coordinates, if needed, we may assume that 
with ,$’ = (5, ,..., fo) and b(x) # 0 for x E W. Now, let (E1 - &(x, e)) be 
the factor which corresponds to the root [,, ; that is toI = &(O, to’), to, = 
first coordinate of &, . Then since h,(x, 6) is a real-valued function of (x, [), 
which is a consequence of the fact that Qk(x, D) has real coefficients and 
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is of principal type, there exists a neighborhood w of the origin and a real- 
valued function u E P(U) satisfying the differential equation 
au h au 
( 
at4 
- = 5 ax1 x, ax, ,*a., ax, 1 
(5.24) 
and the condition 
u(0) = 0. (5.25) 
We obviously have that U(X) satisfies (5.20). Next, we note that by Leibniz’s 
rule, V9, E C,~(OJ) 
tQ2(X, Qt 0 Qpcx, D) ,, . . . o tQ$, D)(~~i(A’u(z)+hlL(z))) 
= C(x) z$ 1 Q;‘(x, VU(X)) Qt’(x, VU(X)) + $ QJE+(“‘“‘~‘+~~(=))) 
. - n 
+ 
( 
C(x) f 2Qt’(x, VU(X)) Q$‘(x, Vu(x)) g D,..~ei(h2u(z)+A~(~)) 
z,q=1 
+ &ei(A*u(2!)+Adb)) 
1 
pn-2)+1 
+ lower order terms in h 
where C(X) = (-l)“Qr(x, VU(X)) ... Q&x, VU(X)) and the coefficient B is 
independent of 9. Here again we emphasize that the circle product denotes 
composition of differential (pseudo-differential) operators, the usefulness of 
this convention arising in the above application of Leibniz’s rule. 
Next, we set pm-r(x, 4) equal to the principal part of P&x, t), and we 
assume that 
which implies that 
Hence 
E-1(0, 50) f cl 
Ll(0, V40)) # 0. 
= X2(m-2)+2~~-1(X,VU(X))91 + jp(m-Z)+l g Et&, w4 g 9J 
3 
+ lower order terms in A. 
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Then by Corollary 5.6 and the fact that C(0) # 0 and Qij’(O, VW(O)) = 0 
for some 2, 3, 4 E P(W) such that 
A(x) = C(x) f Q;‘(x, Vu(x)) Q$‘(x, Vu(x)) z -$ 
E/J=1 4 
+ (-1),-l b(x) E?&, Vu(x)) 
= O(l x I”) x --f 0, (5.26) 
q a positive integer to be determined later, 
t/(O) = $ (0) = 0, k # 1, (5.27) 
k 
and 
Im Ib(x) 3 a I x 12, a > 0, x E w, if w is sufficiently small. 
Next we note that 
r-1 
tp, + bP,-,) z1,) = t(Pm + bP,-,)(P+“+l z. ~~lh-~g(Aeu(,)+Ad(z))) 
N+K+[2h-2)+21+1 1 h [2(m-2y(r-1) a~h-uei(~e,(,)+~~(,)) 
IL=0 
where 
[2(m-2)+21+(7-l) 
= hT-2L c a~X-~ei(he,(x’+A*(s’) 
u-0 
and if we agree to interpret vy as 0 if v > r, the general form of the coefficient 
a, is 
+ &L-I +Lu (5.29) 
where L, is a linear combination of functions vy with v < TV - 1 and their 
derivatives and B = B + Cj”=, &&(x, Vu(x)) a#/ax, . 
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Now, to show (5.23) t i would suffice to show that for each p 
For p > r, (5.30) is trivial. For p < Y, by Lemma 5.2 it would suffice to have 
au = O(l x 12(-). (5.31) 
By setting p = 2r, (5.26) implies (5.33) for t.~ = 0. Furthermore, (5.26) 
implies that the first term on the right-hand side of (5.29) is irrelevant for 
the validity of (5.31) for p >, 1. Hence, we want to successively choose 
‘py E Corn(w) so that 
Then let 
(5.32) 
A,(x) = C(x) f 2Q:‘(x, VU(X)) Qt’(x, VU(X)) g 
94 s 
and we note that since there exists some I for which Qi”(O, Vu(O)) # 0, 
(@/&X,)(O) # 0, and (8$/8x,)(O) = 0 for 4 # Z, it follows that A,(O) # 0 
for some 1. Now, (5.32) can be rewritten as 
.f A,(x) D,,cp,-, + &u-l +L, = O(l t-c 12+“)). (5.33) 
Z=l 
Next, suppose that all ~PJ”, with v < p - 1 have already been chosen and 
that 1 < p < Y. When choosing P)LL-~ we may then assume that A, , B, and L, 
are analytic. In fact (5.33) does not change if we replace these infinitely 
differentiable functions by their Taylor series expansions of order 2~ about 
the origin. We can then use the Cauchy-Kovalevsky theorem to construct a 
solution of the equation 
5 A,(x) D,,@u-, + B@,, +L, = 0 
I=1 
in a neighborhood V of the origin, and since A,(O) # 0 for some 1, we can 
prescribe the value of aU,-i on the intersection of the plane x8 = 0 with V. 
The product vu-l of QUp,_i and a function in Com(w n V) which equals one 
in another neighborhood of 0 is in Cow(w) and satisfies (5.33). When p = 1 
we can of course satisfy the condition v,,(O) = 1. 
505/22/l-10 
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